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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month 

a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and 

we are the directors. 

 

May 2015 Fannyrat    Jun 2015 Big Blouse  

Jul 2015 Daffidildo      Aug 2015 Shamcock  

Sep 2015 Moroccan Mole 

We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will 

provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please 

remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date. 
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Receeding Hareline 
 

Welcome to the 10th Odd Sox memorial issue. 

 

I normally tell a tale about Odd Sox at this juncture but got told off last year for 

reproducing old stuff everyone had heard, so... 

 

I thought this year I would reproduce the article from the Cambridge Evening News. 

 

I’d like to point out that I didn’t write this and nor did ‘Umps but the quality of the prose 

is absolutely dire (so up to CEN normal standards!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On that note, let’s move swiftly on top the usual rubbish jokes and run write-ups that are 

the normal monthly fare for the CH3 pack. 

 

On on 

 

B@ 
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A few jokes.... 

 
Subject: Icy Roads Warning 
 
Environment Essex has issued a travel warning due to snowfall and bad road conditions. They 
suggest that anyhone travelling in the current weather conditions should ensure they have the 
following: 
 
Shovel 
Blankets or sleeping bag 
extra cothing including hat and gloves 
24 hours worth of food 
de-icer 
rock salt 
fashlight with spare batteries 
road flares or reflective triangles 
full can of fuel 
first aid kit 
booster cables........................ 
 
I looked a right idiot on the bus this morning 
 
Boy comes home and tells his parents he has just had sex for the first 
time.  
The proud Dad says 'I'll buy you a bike to celebrate, but you will have 
to wait until next pay day" 
The boy replies 'that's alright Dad, my arse is too sore to ride it anyway' 
 
 
Had my first Gig as a stand up comedian at an old people's home last 
night.  
They didn't get any of my jokes but they still pissed themselves. 
 
 
Teacher says to little Tommy 'Why weren't  you at school yesterday?' 
Tommy says 'My grandfather got burnt' Teacher says 'Badly?' Little Tommy 
says 'Yes, they don't f*ck about at the crematorium.' 
 

What is the medical term for the fatty tissue surrounding the clitoris? 
The wife. 

I was at Tesco this afternoon, when a lady dropped dead in front of me, 
I felt really sorry for her - she had just bought a Bag for Life. 

Essex girl in bed with her boyfriend says, 'How dare you call me a 
slapper, get out of my bed right now and take your f****ing mates with 
you' 
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In and out . . . . in and out . . . . 
A little to the right . . . . a little to the left . . . . 
She could feel the sweat on her forehead . . . . 
Between her breasts . . . . and, trickling down the small of her back .  
. . . 
She was getting near to the end . . . . !! 
He was in ecstasy . . . . with a huge smile on his face as his wife moved . . . . Forwards then 
backwards . . . . 
Forward then backward . . . . 
Again . . . . and, again . . . . !! 
Her heart was pounding now . . . . 
Her face was flushed . . . . 
She moaned . . . . softly at first, then began to groan louder . . . .. 
Finally . . . . totally exhausted . . . . she let out a piercing scream . . . . 
She shouted . . . . : 

"OK, OK, you smug bastard, 
I can't parallel park . . . . 
You do it . . . . !!" 

This probably your worst ever joke and that's saying summat! Praise indeed! 

 Lots of flu in HK at the moment, death toll is 237 and climbing... Not good 

 What's the difference between bird flu and swine flu? 

o If you have bird flu, you need tweetment. If you have swine flu, you need oinkment. 
Good! 

Thanks to Plod for that one! 

 

A blonde went into a world wide message centre to send a message to her mother overseas. 
When the man told her it would cost $300, she exclaimed: "I don't have any money." But I'd 
do ANYTHING to get a message to my mother." 
The man arched an eyebrow (as we would expect). "Anything?" he asked. 
"Yes, yes, anything" the blonde promised. 
Well, then, "Just follow me" said the man as he walked towards the next room. 
The blonde did as she was told and followed the man. 
"Come in and close the door" the man said. 
She did. 
He then said, "Now get on your knees." 
She did. 
"Now take down my zipper." 
She did. 
"Now go ahead ... Take it out...." He said. She reached in and grabbed it with both hands. 
Then paused.The man closed his eyes and whispered.. "Well .... Go ahead." 
The blonde slowly brought her mouth closer to it and while holding it close to her lips, .... 
...tentatively said ...."Hello. Mum, can you hear me?" 
A bit of blatant advertising on behalf of Tampon... 
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In Search of Spice  
This is the book I have just written, a long, 150,0 00 word story based loosely on 
the conquest of India, using much of my knowledge o f the East and its history.  

It isn't published yet.  It is due to be published in May but first I need sponsors - I am 

crowd funding the novel to raise money for the mark eting.  This is somewhat of an 

experiment - novels are not really tested for this endeavour! 

 

So please would you sponsor me?  In the link below you can read all about the novel, 

you can download the first three chapters or read s hort stories set in the same place and 

time, and you can see many different ways in which you can help.  These range from pre-

ordering an eBook for just $5 to coming on a week's  game fishing holiday with me for 

$2000.  That's a pretty good price for a venue like  this.   

 

In between are opportunities to be IN THE BOOK - yo u can have yourself simply named 

as one of the nobility, actually have a speaking pa rt or even become one of the major 

characters (OK, that is more expensive than the fis hing holiday!) 

 

MyVoice Publishing is also helping by offering pote ntial authors some deals to improve 

their writing. 

 

And finally, please help by passing on this email t o as many people as possible so I can 

spread the word. 

 

Here is the link to the book, which not only tells you all about it but also lists (down the 

right side) all the sponsorship rewards on offer.  https://publishizer.com/in-search-of-

spice/  
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CH3 Run 1898 – Maids Head, Wicken 

 

Hares: Haven’t got one & Check her out 

 

A very big thank you to the hares for providing a beautiful day for a very scenic run. 

 

I was a little disconcerted however when at the 11.00 o’clock circle (not 10.58) Haven’t 

got one appeared to have been attacked (large bloody gash on his nose) by the wild 

beast of Wicken.  I knew we may see many birds today but was not quite sure what other 

forms of nature may cross our path. 

 

Anyway it was On on, on time and away we went.  I myself was a walker today so that I 

may accompany my one armed daughter, Just give me one.  Just in case you didn’t hear at 

the 11.00 o’clock circle, she had only days earlier also fought off the wild beast of 

Wicken, she lost.  Ok she actually broke her thumb while vaulting in the school gym, I 

still prefer the first story though. 

 

The run itself was across beautiful countryside, and as a walker I followed the trail 

perfectly as the speed merchants of the hash Blow back, Daffy & Fit but dim) had already 

ran down the false trails and held check, which meant we could saunter along in the 

warm sunlight. 

 

There was a lightly dodgy ditch to clamber across with evil looking water begging us to 

fall in.   Thankfully no one fell today due to hashing chivalry, or should I say bum 

pushing and arm pulling up the other side of the bank. 

 

There was also a fair bit of sloppy slidey mud to get across or around, now I’m not 

talking World War trenchs type of mud and wet, certainly nothing at all in comparison to 

what our war heroes had to endure.  However it did bring out the Ray Mears in one of 

our epic hashers.  As myself and Just give me one negotiated a couple of inches of the 

sloppy stuff, Double top and gang headed off through the bushes believing it to be the 

better option.  This was not to be so.  As I looked to my left to see how Double top was 

getting on, it was clear to see that it was not the easiest route at all as bodies and hair 

were being caught up in the scratchy bushes.  It then became clear that the spirit of Bear 

Grylls had entered the body of Double top as she ventured on and began to fell trees with 

her bare hands.  You will be pleased to know that nobody was hurt during this run 

detour.  The lesson to be learnt here hashers is stay on trail! 

 

Boo hoo – no beer stop was to be found anywhere in Wicken for us hashers to huddle at 

and drink strange drinks in the middle of the countryside.  

 

Anyway, onwards to the end.  We found ourselves on the National Trust part of Wicken 

fen, not sure if we should have actually been there but there we were in all our hashing 

glory.  I must point out that we looked like the only people at the fen who were actually 

enjoying ourselves, maybe because we hadn’t paid £25.00 for the privilege of being 

there! 

 

As we got very close to the bridge leading out of the fen near the NT building, we were 

met by a not so happy looking NT employee, who was very keen to know what we were 

doing.  This question was promptly answered by Blow back who answered ‘bird 

watching’.  When Kermit was asked who organised this outing, he replied with ‘oh we 
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are never organised’ and walked away.  Oops!  We may now all be banned from ever 

entering any NT premises again.  Oh well we need to save our pennies for beer anyway, 

 

We all arrived safely back at the pub, no further attacks by the wild beast of Wicken 

were reported and beers were ordered, and some teas too. 

 

Now the pub was shxt!  Well actually the pub was fine but upon entering the beer garden 

to circle up we were met by many many piles of doggy doo, not good.  Plant pots were 

strategically placed to ensure no one had the pleasure of standing in it.  Unfortunately 

my dog, fanny sniffer, decided to have a pee and managed to aim it on the newly 

christened ‘Character building’s shoes.  Thank fully she was very gracious about this and 

no fanny sniffer did not get a down down. 

 

Down downs went to:  

 

Fanny rat for her new virgin knee 

Kirsten, who thinks The Earl is a secret agent.  

El rave & Paparazzi were late due to shagging prior coming to the hash 

Delilah was the only hasher who managed not to step in any shit at all 

Sineidin was christened Character building 

 

There were maybe some more so I do apologise if I’ve missed you out,  but as the circle 

was going on and on I had become slightly comatosed at this point and blacked out the 

rest.  

 

On on Woody Hollow  
 
 
Run 1892 4/1/2015 - The Poacher Elsworth 
Hare – Hold it for me 
 
Following the GM’s rant in his Christmas Run write up about No Knickers  not appearing in 
the stats on the CH3 website and Wunch still listed despite not running with us in 2 years 
(his last run was actually 1706 on 12th June 2011 – Hash Stats) he failed to mention about 
his down-down for lack of use of the F5 button.  When El Rave and I checked the website 
we could find no mention of Wunch in the then current run stats and suspected what the 
problem was. 
 
For the computer illiterate, if you look at a web page regularly, an image of that webpage is 
stored in the browsers cache, so that the page is loaded quickly.  However if you fail to 
refresh the web page you will be looking at old data and will keep looking at old data until 
you either refresh the page or change your computer!  The refresh button on the browser 
toolbar looks like this 

   or this  alternatively you can use the F5 key at  the top of the keyboard to 

refresh the current web page and it looks like this    F5  

When this was pointed out to the GM he explained that he did not know about this feature 
and suggested that an explanation / warning ought to be included on the CH3 website!  
This is the  warning , although from the show of hands at the Christmas run only the GM 
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and Klinger were unaware of the need to use the F5 key or equivalent!  So is the GM a one 
legged black hunchbacked Welsh pygmy? 
 
Anyway, back to the run write up for the first CH3 trail of 2015:-  
 
It was a cold day, so Blowback warmed the pack up with an energetic song, whilst we 
waited for the Hare to return from laying the trail.  When the Hare (Hold it for me), 
 

     
 
Finally returned from laying the trail, the GM pointed out that the Hare wasn’t actually going 
grey, but there was a significant amount of frost in his hair!  Fortunately the trail was laid in 
sawdust, as with the amount of frost on the ground, flour would have been almost 
impossible to see. 
 

                   
The first Checkpoint, the front runners (including Checkpoint) arrived at was being held by a 
smug Earl of Pampisford who asked “What kept you?” - Short Cutting Bastard! 
 
The trail led out into the countryside and appeared to be heading out towards Boxworth, 
which given the length of the Hare’s last trail (an epic 10.4 miles) probably meant that he 
might take the trail through Lolworth to Bar Hill and loop back via Childerley and Knapwell.  
Fortunately this turned out to be a false trail. 
 
It was both foggy and icy on trail, but the hare had put plenty of checks, check-backs and 
turn-backs to keep the pack pretty much together.  There were times when we could hear 
hashers calling On On, but couldn’t actually see them in the mist.  At one point, after 
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crossing a small footbridge, the trail led across a frosty field at the far end of which was a 
frozen flooded area, beyond which was the footpath gate.  Unfortunately the ice was thin 
and unable to take my weight, but if that is where the trail leads, cold wet feet is a small 
price to pay.  It would have been if ten yards past the gate there wasn’t a turn-back!  So my 
trainers got a bit cleaner going back through the freezing water and squelching back across 
the field. 

       
Catching up after false trails, groups of hashers emerged out of the mist to be passed again 
for the umpteenth time.  On person that I kept passing was Strap-On, carrying the torch 
adorned with memorabilia (including Doggy Styles umbrella – has she noticed it’s missing 
yet, a horn which was handy in the fog and a very expensive father Christmas?).  The 
following photo is the last recorded sighting of the torch, which Strap-On at first denied he 
had ever had.  He can use the photo to recreate the RA’s pride and joy.  Any way we 
eventually came across the On Inn and thought we were almost back to the pub.  

           
We would have been if DaffOdildo hadn’t found the Hare’s bag of sawdust and proceeded 
to lay a new trail, adding a further mile or so of running through the village streets.  Some 
hashers sensibly decided to rest their feet and take a more direct route back. Others 
however were lost in the mist and didn’t arrive back until the circle was over.  It was 
suggested that a search party should be sent out to find them, but an unconcerned Earl 
said leave them to it they would find their way back eventually! 
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Down downs were awarded amongst other to the Hare; Posh no entry; Wydt I'm going 
inside because I'm desperate; Daffy stole dust & marked trail wrong way; Earl leave them to 
it; Klinger short cut into a long cut; Strap-on moles yard: Mole’s birthday. 

          The 
general consensus was that this was the best trail of the year so far! 
On On 
Pedro 
 

CH3 Run 1900 – Golden Lion, Newmarket. 
 

What a great start to the morning, bright sunshine and a car-park called The Guinness. 

Could it get much better? Well, yes. 

 

As we milled around in the sunshine of The Guinness car park it became apparent that 

there were many Hashers that had made the effort to celebrate the 1900th run in style. 

The reason for this is that the book “The Wizard Of Oz” was released in the year 1900. So 

we had a number of Dorothys, Wizards, Tin men, Lions and of course witches. We even 

had a Yellow brick Wall, sorry, I mean Road or two. 

 

Daffidildo and Doggy Style provided a celebratory drink in the form of a glass of bubbly 

for those not driving. During these moments of fun and laughter Big Blouse approached 

me with the offer of putting the run write-up together and of course I jumped at the 

opportunity. It wasn't until after I accepted this honour that I remembered I had a knee 

replacement four months ago and was unable to run. As a Hasher of some standing I 

realised I shouldn't let a small thing like this get in my way. 

 

After the intros by the GM and the instructions from the Hares the pack set off. It headed 

out of the car park and across the road in the direction of Burwell, behind the Church of 

Our Lady The Immaculate and St Etheldreda. This was where I last saw the pack as I 

turned around and joined by Cockpit and Gorilla headed off to the pub. 
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The trail led them behind the Tescos, then up through the industrial estate and across 

the old Exning Road, along a road that went to the racecourse past the gallops. That 

wasn't too much bad as there wasn't much traffic there. Ferret says “Actually, overall, I 

was quite surprised 'cause I thought it was going to be fucking awful but it wasn't bad at 

all. Good running, bit of grass bit of everything. Not a  lot of shiggy, clean run, very good. 

Didn't see any horses though”. 

 

According to Taxidermist “The runners went off in a a big circle and there was an 

excellent drinks stop” He went on to say that it was gin, watered down with Martini. 

 

“Haven't got one” said that they saw beautiful fields and nice shiggy and he was sure the 

Hares were purposely sending runners down false trails. He didn't see any horses but 

thought there were plenty of people hung like horses. 

 

Our GM, Big Blouse went on to say that it's been a good day, sunshine, nice pub. A mainly 

dry run, but the wind was a bit gruesome. The pub is a Weatherspoons so the beers were 

nice, cheap and very palatable. 

 

El Rave added that “We went through the town but it was on country paths so you didn't 

know it was in the town but it was. At one point the hares sent the pack about half a mile 

down a hill but some of them stayed at the top because the hare was waiting there and 

sure enough the pack had to come back but they didn't realise it was a hill. I think he did 

a good job in a town”. 

 

The circle was formed in the rear garden area and the sunshine was still with us. There 

was a donkey load of Down Downs so I'll try to record them all here but if I miss anyone I 

do apologise. 

 

The first of course were the hares – Daffy and Doggy, followed by the Virgins – Ians dad 

and a pretty lady, visitors from Turkey included Istanbul and his good lady (name 

forgotten), Daffy (again) with Klinger for being idiots, Benghazi had one for it being St 

Davids Day soon followed by Spicy for being the Yellow Brick Wall. There followed a 

panto where the red stripe trainer was footed around various characters, Pedro for 

being the wizard, El Rave scarecrow, Paparazzi was a Dorothy, Klinger as a tiger (should 

have been a lion), and loads of others but it was Baastard that ended up with a trainer 

full of beer. Double Top got a down down for stopping off at a Scope shop and buying a 

pair of Red Shoes, she did look good in them though. 

 

An unexpected collection was made in Spiceys hat and ended up putting nearly fifteen 

quid towards the 2017 200th run. 

 

The idiots that dressed up as wizards of Ozz (as in Australia) were dragged out for down 

downs, Earl of Pampisford, Moroccan Mole and Pedro. A costume award was then voted 

on and each character was given a down down. 

 

Lucy was dragged out and given her Hash name which turned out to be “Shiny Value 

Box”. 

 

And the day was would up with Blowback leading another chorus of Swing Low to 

celebrate the ending of the 1900th run.  On on,  Fannyrat 
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Full Moon Nash Hash.   

 

 

 
 
 
 

 



Runs for April 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser Doggy Style
Run No. 1905: 05-Apr-2015
Blue Lion, Hardwick, CB23 7QU
Hares F 1 & El Rave
Run No. 1906: 12-Apr-2015
Three Horseshoes, Houghton, PE28 2BE
Hares Pugwash
 Sunday lunch bookable
01480 462410
Run No. 1907: 19-Apr-2015
Blind Fiddler, Anstey, SG9 0BW
Hares Klinger & Megan
 
Run No. 1908: 26-Apr-2015
Green Dragon, Chesterton, CB4 1NZ
Hares Shamcock & U Bend
 

Grand Master  -  Big Blouse
Grand Mattress  -  Spicey Bear
Joint Master  -  Daffidildo - Fit but Dim
Joint Mattresses  -  Doggy Style  -Woody Hollow
Religious Advisor  -  Moroccan Mole
Verger  -  Fit but Dim
Hare Raiser  -  Doggy Style
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There
Assistant  -  Debonaire
Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Apprentice  -  Muthutucker
Assistants  -  Beerstop 
Song Master  -  B@stard
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro

ch3.co.uk


